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Background

GAML was created by Professor Orlando Acevedo and his graduate student 
Xiang Zhong to automate the creation of force field (FF) parameters for use in 
molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations

- The simulations are used to predict for any desired specific solvent 
molecule its precise macroscopic properties, such as:

- density 
- heat of vaporization 
- free energy of hydration



GAML Explanation/Background



Significance: Gaussian vs. GAMESS

Both: 

- Compute partial atomic charges (atomic 
charge of an individual atom in a molecule)

- Require GPUs to operate (while working 
within GAML)

Gaussian: 

- Already implemented into GAML
- Expensive commercial software package

GAMESS:

- Needs to be implemented
- Open-source



Project

We created and added new Python code to the GAML 
software to integrate GAMESS, which:

- locates a Gromacs file (.pdb) containing the user 
desired QM level of theory and the Cartesian 
coordinates that define the geometry of the solvent 
molecule

- extract that data to create an input file for GAMESS 
(.inp)

- Submits and completes the GAMESS calculation
- Parses the output file 
- Returns a range of charges for the molecule, or 

CHELPG charges, needed for the GAML code
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Outcomes

Our Python script was compatible with the 
GAML framework, in that it:

- located the specific information in 
the Gromacs input file 

- created a new GAMESS file, 
submitted the GAMESS calculation

- located partial charges of the 
molecule 

- updated GAML with the newly 
predicted atomic partial charges.

ex. - Dimethylether



GAML Results

On the right is a table reflecting the 
results from GAML when ran with trial 
charge ranges calculated by GAMESS for 
chloroform, dimethylether, and pyridine; 
the trial values (red) were compared to 
the literature values (top black) and had 
error percentages calculated for each 
property on each solvent (bottom black).



Future work

For future work, the GAML program needs to:
- implement radial distribution functions (RDF) verification, 

- quantify the strength and structure of the intermolecular interactions present in the bulk phase
- be expanded to parameterize the nonbonded Lennard-Jones (LJ) terms of a FF

- The LJ terms play a major role in RDF predictions.

An additional direction would be to create a web-server version of GAML. This would expand accessibility to 
users lacking a GPU, as well as those with limited experience in Python, Linux, and command-line software.



Questions?



Trials
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